
 

2022 Dam East Pool Rules and Regulations 

 

POOL HOURS 

Lifeguards will staff the pool from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. May 28 - August 

14, 2022. 

Lifeguards will staff the pool from 4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. August 15 - 

September 5, 2022. *Hours are subject to change without notice.* 

The pool facilities are off limits after 8:00pm. Trespassers will be 

prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. 

 

ACCESS 

The pool area is for the exclusive use of the Dam East residents and 

invited guests. Limit of 6 guests per household, unless a pool party has 

been booked in advance with Front Range Recreation. 

No person having an infectious or communicable disease, or an open 

wound is permitted in the pool. 

Dam East homeowners and their guests must have a valid key card to gain 

access into the facility. Pool staff may periodically validate authorization 

through registration forms. 

The Pool may be closed due to inclement weather/darkness at the sole 

discretion of the Lifeguard and/or the HOA Manager.  

Lifeguards may deny use of the pool to anyone for failing to follow the rules 

or for other unsafe conduct. A member who is expelled from the pool area 

or whose guest(s) are expelled may be subject to fines and additional 

penalties from the Association.  

Additional rules may be implemented without written notice at the discretion 

of the Board of Directors. 

 

  



RULES 

1. Obey the lifeguard staff at all times. 

2. Proper swim attire required. Children not toilet trained must wear a 

swim diaper while in the pools. Regular disposable diapers are not 

allowed in the pools; however, disposable swim diapers are allowed. 

3. Anyone who cannot demonstrate proficient swimming ability to the 

satisfaction of the lifeguards must either be with an adult while in the 

pool or wear an appropriate safety flotation device. 

4. Water rings, waist rings and noodles may be used by non-swimming 

children in direct contact with their supervising adult. For safety 

reasons, all large flotation devices/rafts are only allowed at the 

discretion of the lifeguard staff. Only soft balls intended for water use 

are allowed, no hard balls are allowed. 

5. Pool furniture needs to remain on the pool deck or the grass. Anyone 

moving pool furniture into the pool will be expelled from the pool area, 

and pool privileges may be revoked. 

6. No running, no diving in the shallow end, no flips, no excessive 

splashing, no hanging on the lane line, and no horse playing 

(pushing, throwing, chicken fights, etc.). Foul or abusive language is 

not permitted and may result in suspension of pool privileges. 

7. Children under 12 must be accompanied and supervised by a 

responsible adult at all times while in the pool area. 

8. Minors can only have 4 quests at a time at the pool. All pool rules 

apply to guests, and members are responsible for the conduct and 

safety of their guests. 

** If you plan on having a large group of guests, please contact Front 

Range Recreation in advance to arrange for adequate life guard 

coverage and payment. 

9. Adult swim / rest breaks are called at ten minutes before each hour, 

except during the last hour of the day. During this time, only adults 

and infants with an adult are allowed in the pool. 



10. The baby pool is for children 6 and under. NO LIFEGUARD is  

provided for the baby pool. For the safety of all, children in the baby 

pool must be accompanied by an adult at all times. 

11. No glass containers are allowed inside the pool area fence. Food, 

drinks and gum are not permitted in or near the pool, and are only 

permitted on the grass. 

12. Drugs are not permitted on the premises. This includes but is not 

limited to vapes, marijuana, e-cigarettes, smoking and/or tobacco. 

13.  Pets are not permitted inside the pool fence. 

14.  Any music played must be at an appropriate volume and not be 

offensive to others, at the discretion of the lifeguards. 

15. The lap lane is only for swimming laps. Please do not play inside the 

lap lane, and do not hang on the lane line. 

16. If the pool is open when a lifeguard is not on duty: 

a. All activities are undertaken AT YOUR OWN RISK. 

b. Persons under the age of 17 must be accompanied by a 

responsible adult. 

c. While lap swimmers and those attending swimming lessons 

provided by Front Range Recreation have priority in the 

mornings before the lifeguards are on duty, they do not have 

exclusive use of the pool. 

d. As stated above, however, the pool facilities are off limits 

after 8:00pm. 

17. Dam East Homeowners Association and lifeguard staff are not 

responsible for any loss or theft of personal belongings. 


